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Description 2024 Keystone RV Alpine 3011CK, Keystone Alpine fifth wheel 3011CK highlights:
King Bed Two Pull-Out Pantries Free Standing Dinette Fireplace Outside Kitchen A
great coach for an adventurous couple that loves to travel. This Alpine fifth wheel
features wide open spaces thanks to triple slides with dual opposing slides in the
main combined living and kitchen area. A center island with sink is great for prep
work, and you can easily entertain and have overnight guests with a hide-a-bed
sofa sleeper. There is an entertainment center with a fireplace to enjoy when
inside, and theater seating opposite for movie night. The chef will appreciate the
full kitchen with an 18 cu. ft. residential refrigerator, a range hood, plus a
convection microwave and a pull-out countertop to prep meals. Head up to the
master suite which features a dual entry bath including a linen cabinet and large
shower, plus a king bed that slides out and includes storage space underneath for
extra blankets. There is also a master closet, a dresser with a Smart HDTV, and
stackable washer and dryer prep if you plan to go full-time! Luxury is not an
option, it is a standard with each one of these Keystone RV Alpine fifth wheels! A
8' 4" wide body construction will create an open, residential feeling, and cutting-
edge technology will provide a hassle-free camping experience. The Tru-Fit slide
construction is more durable and minimizes motor structural stress, as well as
resists leaking, and the Blade Pure airflow system provides residential comfort
with its high-performance. Each fifth wheel includes designer flooring throughout,
stunning solid wood cabinet doors, luxurious crown molding, and solid surface
countertops in the kitchen. The SolarFlex Protect 200 comes standard or you can
choose the optional SolarFlex Discover 440i for even more off-grid capabilities.
The exterior also includes an outside shower with hot and cold water, Lippert strut
assisted SolidSteps, Hitch Vision with LED lighting, and many more
conveniences! 6 POINT HYDRAULIC AUTO LEVELING; ALPS PKG; CENTRAL
VACUUM; DISCOUNT; DUAL 15K AC; G-RANGE TIRES; INCOMMAND SMART
AUTOMATION SYSTEM; NEW MODEL KICKOFF PROMOTION; REFRIGERATOR;
ROAD ARMOR PIN BOX; RVIA SEAL - GO CAMPING; SOLAR FLEX PROTECT

Basic information Year: 2024
Stock Number: KALF2409
VIN Number: 38298-KALF2409
Condition: New
Length: 34
GVW: 15000
Sleeps: 4
Slideouts: 3
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